96kms of multi-measurement streamer
Simultaneous streamer handling 4+ streamers
Steerable streamers (N6-Fins)
Integrated streamer acoustics
TRINAV 6 positioning system

Efficient Monowing deflection system

1.9GB+ seismic data per shot
Infield geophysics capacity including 6016 cores, 3.3PB and 24 tape drives
Calibrated marine sources
Steerable sources
TRISOR 6 source system

ENDURANCE AT SEA
54 DAYS
PULLING CAPACITY @ 5KTS
90 TONNES
COMMUNICATIONS
DUAL VSAT - 4 MB BW
MAX. TRANSIT SPEED
14.5 KNOTS

SW AMUNDSEN
IMO 9452969 | YEAR BUILT: 2010 | FLAG: CYPRUS
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Shearwater reserves the right to alter specifications without prior notice